
Strategically safeguard your people, operations, and assets 
with our advanced cloud-based access control solutions. 
Seamlessly integrate with other systems, automate 
processes, and customize access rights and privileges 
for enhanced security. Our scalable solutions also offer 
touchless options to support building health and hygiene.

Smart Access 
Control Systems

OVERVIEW

Access control for your business
Is your current access control system intensifying dangerous security gaps in your business?

If your access control solution is not helping you address the serious risks your 
organization is exposed to, then it is working against you. 

At Security 101 we know that optimal commercial protection starts with the implementation of a state-of-the-
art access control solution. Only the right access control technologies and their expert integration can offer 
your organization peace of mind, valuable data insights, unparalleled visibility, and enhanced security.

BENEFITS

Top benefits of access control
Our dynamic, custom-designed access control solutions offer organizations of any size these benefits:

 о Improved employee access.
 о User convenience.
 о Protection against unauthorized access 24/7/365.
 о Seamless integration with other security systems.
 о Touchless, healthy access control alternatives.
 о Optimization of traffic flows.

 о Elimination of obsolete methods for 
managing access, like traditional keys.

 о Remote, centralized control (creating, 
updating, deleting permissions).

 о Less disruptions of workflows and productivity.
 о Increased visibility with real-time monitoring.
 о Peace of mind.

 о Increased likelihood of intruders entering your site.
 о Inability to distinguish authorized from 

unauthorized individuals.
 о Unknowingly assisting intrusion attempts by not 

delaying, frustrating, or preventing break-ins.
 о Failure at triggering appropriate incident responses.

 о Incapability to rapidly detect intrusions 
and monitor/record intruders.

 о Incompetence in protecting the integrity 
of people and property.

 о Poor, slow user experience.
 о Reputational damage.

The problem with old, disparate access control systems:

https://www.security101.com/solutions/access-control


SOLUTIONS

Our access control solutions

800.261.2041
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A touchless 
experience
A solid touchless 
access control system 
is required for safer, 
healthier spaces.

Facial recognition, 
biometric and Bluetooth 
readers, passive infrared 
(PIR) motion sensors 
and touch-free request-
to-exit buttons are 
some possibilities that 
can eliminate physical 
contact and increase the 
security of your site.

Minimize the risk of 
exposure, improve 
occupant experience, 
and elevate the 
sense of security with 
touchless access 
control technologies.

Mobile access
Mobile admission 
credentials offer 
unparalleled benefits:

 о Biometric encrypted 
security as many 
smartphones use 
thumbprint or facial 
recognition to unlock 
the device.

 о Uniqueness, as the 
device belongs to one 
individual.

 о Secure and protected 
passwords.

 о Admissions that can 
be differentiated by 
role, designated area, 
and time.

Biometric 
technologies
An inclusive access 
control solution 
that fosters equality 
and diversity at the 
workplace.

 о Biometric solutions 
(iris recognition, 
fingerprint scanning, 
hand geometry 
recognition, or facial 
authentication) 
provide visitors and 
employees with a 
comfortable and 
fast admittance 
experience, while 
guaranteeing safety 
and security.

 о Biometric access is a 
green technology that 
helps reduce plastic 
card production.

 о An inclusive solution 
that is not affected 
by race or gender-
based differences in 
appearance.

Cloud-powered 
solutions
Avoid the expensive 
costs of on-premise 
data storage and 
take advantage of 
the extraordinary 
functionality, flexibility, 
and adjustability the 
cloud can offer.

The cloud is a 
sophisticated way to get 
a holistic view of building 
safety and performance; 
an efficacious approach 
to allow systems to 
“communicate” with 
each other, and an 
effective strategy to 
avoid disparate systems, 
unwarranted complexity 
and inefficiencies.

WHY US

Security 101 offers the best-in-class access control solutions for your business.

We are experienced 
security professionals
Security 101 has the depth of 
experience to design, install, 
and maintain a seamless access 
control system that is unique 
to your security needs.

Our technologies are effective 
and sophisticated
Knowing that your access 
control system consists of best-
in-class technologies, serviced 
by certified and experienced 
technicians, is foundational to 
our Security 101 approach.

We are fanatical about 
customer service
We take customer care seriously. 
Our priority is to provide you with 
ongoing support and assistance 
to help you maintain the integrity 
and security of your organization.

https://www.security101.com/solutions/access-control
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